All of the conversation tables are open to all skill levels, from newcomer to native speaker!
Practice a new language in a fun and relaxed environment!

Email ip.intlcenter@wsu.edu to receive the passcodes for each Language Table!

**Japanese:**
Where: [This Zoom link](https://example.com/japanese) (Meeting ID: 959 2384 0246)

**German:**
Where: [This Zoom link](https://example.com/german) (Meeting ID: 758 491 4259)

**Arabic:**
Where: [This Zoom link](https://example.com/arabic) (Meeting ID: 964 5849 9471)

**Italian:**
Where: [This Zoom link](https://example.com/italian) (Meeting ID: 924 4785 2711)

**English:**
Where: [This link](https://example.com/english) (Meeting ID: 993 8307 7508)